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“The nose was buried in the turf.” 

 

Colonel Charles Lindbergh reported to congress June 12 after his 

military assignment to evaluate and report on American airpower, 

aircraft factories, and design and research capabilities. The meeting with 

lawmakers preceded his forthcoming airfield and facilities tour 

following the House Appropriations committee’s approved 

supplemental army appropriations bill. The $292,695,547 Air Corps 

expansion budget included the purchase of 2,290 new airplanes, and an 

expenditure of $497,000 for housing and other construction at Mitchel 

Field. 

Cadets from the United States Military Academy’s Class of 1940 

arrived at Mitchel in three staggered groups to observe and participate in 

aerial and technical instruction. “For three weeks, Mitchel Field, Long 

Island, was infested with... First Classmen whirring on real wings.” 

(Wermuth, ACNL, October 1, 1939) The first group of 153 West Point cadets 

began courses on June 19. Captain Robert W. Harper scheduled the 

training with officer escorted flights in the morning and ground courses 

in the afternoon. The week-long program enabled the cadets “to decide 

if they wish to join the air force after their graduation next year.” (NDRS, 

June 19, 1939) Those who selected the air service faced further academic 

and physical requirements before a full year of training at Randolph Field 

followed. 

Each of the groups of about 150 students were staggered across 

three one-week periods and was the largest contingent of West Pointers 

ever accommodated at Mitchel Field. “A squadron of enlisted men gave 

up its bed-and-locker barracks for our shelter, while they were 

temporarily quartered in a hangar. We naturally avoided that particular 

hangar-for our consciences’ stake, if for no other reason.” (Wermuth, ACNL, 

October 1, 1939) 

“The flying itself was, in general of necessity, a disappointment 

in that there was not enough of it... Of course, there were among us the 

inevitable number who took a handful of earth along, and always 

clutched it tightly every minute aloft. But the majority would have liked 

a chance to zoom in an Attack ship-a romantic roller-coaster urge, 

perhaps, but we did find the bombers somewhat ponderous.” (Wermuth, 

ACNL, October 1, 1939) 

 



Each morning, cadets were in the air to complete a total of four 

hours in B-18-As and two hours in an 0-47 during the course of the week. 

Supply rooms, the photo lab and parachute testing rooms were also 

explored along with a trip to the Grumman factory in Bethpage. Lectures 

on bombing, weather and air photography followed lunch. Wermuth 

noted, “Lieutenant Summerfield pushing us outside for a five-minute 

inhalation of air, because in the comfortable theater a number of us found 

too much extra-curricular rest.” (Wermuth, ACNL, October 1, 1939) 

Wermuth’s group was fortunate to be assembled on the field when the 

big B-15 and accompanying B-17 arrived, “and we didn’t know which 

to examine first! Both planes got a good going over.” (Wermuth, ACNL, 

October 1, 1939) 

Plenty of free time was allocated for the cadets. A dinner dance 

was held at the Officers’ Club and “privileges were dispensed with carte 

blanche as to their use. Trucks and reconnaissance cars were almost 

always at our service to take us anywhere and bring us back. The 

comparative proximity of New York City was put to the fullest 

advantage, what with an eleven o’clock “Taps”. The boys also visited 

“Jones Beach and other sandy stretches, and, of course, the World’s Fair. 

We flew over the Fair practically every time we went up, and it was 

doubtless the most photographed subject, next to ‘cadet-wearing-

parachute-in-front-of-bomber,’”. (Wermuth, ACNL, October 1, 1939) 

Wermuth summarized his groups’ weeklong adventure. “The B-

15 and the performance of the new bomb-sight constituted the most 

satisfactorily impressive feature of the memorable week. The natural 

appeal of flying, coupled with Mitchel Field’s generous treatment, make 

the cold gray walls up the Hudson seem even colder and grayer. We 

hated to leave.” (Wermuth, ACNL, October 1, 1939) 

Colonel Lindbergh landed at the field in a P-36 to begin his 

congressionally approved airpower assessment tour. Cloaked in apparent 

secrecy as the “mystery man”, he was listed on the pilots’ departure and 

arrival chalk board as “X”. While no one denied his presence, the phone 

switchboard operators and post publicity officer, Major S. F. Laders, all 

refused comment. “I’m sorry I can’t help you..., absolutely no 

information about Colonel Lindbergh can go out of here.” (NDRS, June 21, 

1939) 



Two practice bombs were stolen from a loading trailer along the 

southern edge of the field on June 27. Agencies sent out an alarm 

notification, warning, and broadcast throughout an eight-state area. The 

300-pound bombs, packed with sand, metal and black powder and fused 

with sensitive primer detonating caps “may cause loss of life and 

extensive damage if mishandled”, authorities reported. (BDE, June 28, 1939) 

The large 2 and ½ foot diameter bombs were stored on small loading 

trailers for lifting onto aircraft bomb racks for target practice. How the 

300-pound devices were stolen was not known. The trailers were near a 

150-foot gap in the southern border chain link fence and apparently the 

bombs were rolled 100 feet to a vehicle stopped along Fulton Avenue 

(Hempstead Turnpike). Several WPA watchmen assigned to guard the 

field were questioned by Lieutenant Marcel Chagnon of the Nassau 

burglary squad. Ten additional bombs not taken showed evidence of 

tampering. 

“Fears that pieces of thieves might be found strewn over the 

landscape were allayed”, when one day later a search squad “found the 

explosives in a clump of bushes about 200 feet from where they were 

purloined.” (Daily News, June 29, 1939) Officials surmised they were rolled 

into the bushes for the thieves to come back later on to retrieve them. 

Why the bombs were stolen remained a mystery, “as airplane bombs are 

not exactly a collector’s item.” (Daily News, June 29, 1939) 

Charles Lindbergh on the wing of his P-36 and his name (X) upon the arrival and 
departure board. Photo courtesy NDRS. 

 



New orders at Mitchel prohibited pilots from romancing their 

girlfriends in the wild blue yonder. “The only women they can take for 

a sky-ride are wives, mothers or sisters-and only one-half-hour every six 

months.” (Evans, BDE, July 1, 1939)  

Runway construction was delayed by a WPA workers strike on 

July 7, protesting longer hours recently imposed by officials. More than 

half of the crews participated in the work protest. 165 of the 350 workers 

assembled at the south gate of the field at 7:30 AM, and then walked off 

the job. A conflict was averted by Warrant Officer F. G. Bilker who 

asked the men to go to work or leave the field. “The Army is not 

responsible for the work conditions here, but we do have the duty of 

protecting this field.” Bilker said. The protesters retired peacefully to an 

empty lot across the street on the south side of Fulton Avenue. Lester 

Gray, elected by the men to represent them, created a petition, signed by 

all the men, who then left for Northport to present it to WPA district 

director Harold P. C. Howe. Construction on the south end runway 

continued with slight interruption under a reduced crew of 200 men who 

chose to remain on the job.  

The walkout lasted five days. The men reconvened across from 

the field on July 12 and returned to work under the advice of William 

Kelly, a field agent of the Workers Alliance of Greater New York. WPA 

rules stipulated the men would be removed from the work rolls if they 

did not return, and Kelly said the protest would continue through back 

channels and negotiations by the alliance. 

Pending construction and completion of runways on the newly 

acquired land on the south end of the field, a 16-acre portion was 

subdivided into 60x100 sections for farming. The Base Quartermaster 

assigned plots to 20 enlisted men and officers who wished to “work the 

land... toiling in the fields that they might produce a worthy crop of 

vegetables. Miniature plows are very much in evidence, with ‘the wife’ 

doing the driving while the ‘old sarge’ is heaving down on that position 

which is usually occupied by the horse.” It was reported that “It is a 

common occurrence to see the ‘farm boys’ talking about their crops and 

wishing for rain, that they might dust off a radish or peel and onion.” 

(ACNL, July 1, 1939)  

 



Colonel Charles Lindbergh returned to Mitchel from Selfridge 

Field after a stop at Cleveland on July 8 at 5:51 PM as part of his 

continual assessment tour. Amidst more secrecy, “the plane was put in 

the visiting ships hangar.” (Daily News, July 9, 1939) Lindbergh, 

“immediately left the field by automobile for an undisclosed location. 

His arrival had not been scheduled on the official bulletin board. The last 

time he landed here, about two weeks ago, the bulletin board recorded 

his expected arrival with an “X” under the name of the pilot. Today there 

was no listing.” (BDE, July 9, 1939)   

Court proceedings for land acquisition of 342 acres for Mitchel 

Field expansion ended July 11, after 61 hearings and 6,000 pages of court 

testimony. Awards were approved for 96 acres, while several other 

owners protested the commissioners’ disbursement recommendation of 

$217,645, claiming it would not cover the amount paid in 1926 during a 

land boom when the properties were purchased. Judge Abruzo reserved 

a decision and instructed the landowners’ counsel to file briefs by August 

2.  

Looking due North on July 11, 1939, showing the new Southwest/northeast runway and the 
southeast extension upon the newly acquired land on both southern corners. Photo courtesy 
COAM. 

 



A training plane crash in a meadow at Bethpage State Park killed 

two reserve officers July 14. The BT-9C (38-252) piloted by Major Paul 

C. Durbin with Lieutenant Allen W. Lewis in the rear seat took off from 

Mitchel at 2 PM for a routine practice flight. About 3:40 PM and seven 

miles east of the field above Bethpage, and heading west back toward 

Mitchel, the plane skimmed high tension lines before striking the ground 

north of School Street. The craft “went into a flat spin” from 1000 feet 

and nose tilted down “dove to the ground about 100 feet west of 

Plainview Road, near the old motor parkway in the western and 

undeveloped section of the park.” (BDE, July 15, 1939) The left wing 

crumpled, and the right wing tore off. The propeller bent as the motor 

dug a hole a foot deep into the soft ground. Both men were instantly 

killed.  

          More than 300 

picknickers “saw the 

plane in obvious 

trouble over the park at 

an altitude of 600 feet.” 

(Daily News, July 15, 1939) 

Robert Ketcham of 

Farmingdale and Paul 

Hayward, a park 

superintendent, 

watched the plane fall from where they were standing nearby. The 

airplane appeared to stall at approximately 1000 feet with the motor 

running slowly and went into a flat spin. “Completely out of control, the 

ship dropped to the ground in a slow spiral and plummeted into the 

ground.” It struck at a flat angle facing east, 200 feet from the Plainview 

A BT-9 Trainer at Mitchel. Hangar line in background. Photo courtesy COAM. 
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Road Motor Parkway bridge and overhead high-tension wires. “The nose 

was buried in the turf.” (NDRS, July 15, 1939, ACL, August 15, 1939) Ketcham 

and Hayward ran to the crash and after cutting the engine in the 

“gasoline-soaked wreckage” tried unsuccessfully to extricate the flyers. 

“The plane hit with such force that the victims were wedged in the 

twisted metal and fabric.” (Daily News, July 15, 1939) “The impact pushed 

the lower part of the running gear into the fuselage and the men’s bodies 

were jammed so tightly in the wreckage of the cabin that it was necessary 

to cut away the fuselage to get them out.” (NDRS, July 15, 1939) The 

Bethpage Fire Department arrived shortly and “found there was nothing 

they could do before the arrival of the emergency crew...” (BDE, July 15, 

1939) except “cut the bodies out with axes.” (Daily News, July 15, 1939) They 

assisted State Police in keeping away curious onlookers. 

Dr. Louis Lutge, a fire department surgeon, pronounced both 

men dead at the scene. “The crash had broken every bone in their bodies, 

and both had numerous compound fractures”, he said. An ambulance and 

1936 Map showing the recently abandoned (1938) Motor Parkway and Bethpage Park with the 
approximate crash site circled. A Modern Google Maps photo showing the same location today 
alongside the Seaford Oyster Bay Expressway. Markings by the author. 
 

Photo courtesy of NDRS.                                        Photo courtesy NY Daily News 

 



salvage squad arrived 

from Mitchel. Engineer 

officer Major E. D. Perrin 

supervised extrication of 

the bodies pinned and 

trapped within the 

wreckage. Lewis was 

tangled within the folds 

and cords of his 

parachute. Perin said he 

“doubted the observer 

had attempted to jump.” 

(Daily News, July 15, 1939) 

The crew took one hour 

and forty minutes to cut 

the fuselage apart to remove the bodies, then transported them to the field 

morgue before transfer to the R. E. Sleidner Funeral Home in Great 

Neck. The craft was dismantled and trucked to Mitchel for the crash 

investigation commission. 

Air Reserve Major, Paul C. Durbin was concluding a 14-day 

annual tour of duty and flying period with the Air Corps Reserve begun 

at Mitchel on July 2. He joined the Air Service on June 5, 1917 as an 

Aviation Cadet. He completed ground training at Cornell University and 

ordered overseas to receive flying training in Foggia, Italy where he 

Photo courtesy of BDE. 
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served with Mayor LaGuardia. He was commissioned a Lieutenant on 

June 3, 1918 and assigned to Ford Junction Airdrome in Sussex, England 

for special training attached to a Handley Page Bombing Squadron. 

Durbin accepted a commission in the Officers Reserve Corps following 

the war, promoted to Captain on May 11, 1923 and Major on January 25, 

1930. He completed an aerial photography course at Chanute Field and 

was assigned to the 861st Observation Squadron of Reserve Officers at 

Mitchel where he received instrument and blind flying certification. 

Major Durbin worked as a chemical engineer at Western Electric 

in Manhattan for more than 16 years in civilian life. He attended Purdue 

University where he was a member of the Sigma Chi fraternity. His 

memberships included the Air Reserve Association of the US, Aviators 

Post of the American Legion, Order of Quiet Birdmen, Candida Masonic 

Lodge of Chicago, and other societies. 45-year-old Major Durbin lived 

in Flushing with his wife Hazel Palmer Durbin and a son and daughter. 

Funeral services were held in Great Neck, and he was buried with full 

military honors in Arlington National Cemetery. 

Lieutenant Allen W. Lewis lived with his wife Rosalind, 4-year-

old daughter Leona and two-week-old infant son Jeffrey in Brooklyn. 

The 28-year-old was employed by the Metropolitan Life Insurance 

Company, working from the Eastern Parkway Branch, and on vacation 

was acquiring additional flying hours from Mitchel. 

More congressional allocations were granted for defense 

spending for America’s continental and territory bases. $500.000 of War 

Department funds and $173.000 of WPA funds was allotted for Mitchel 

Field.  

Three members of the 99th Bombardment Squadron of the 9th BG 

received appointments to the United States Military Academy at West 

Point. Private Robert Van Orden Wise of Brooklyn, Private Boone 

Seegers of New York, and Private John F. Phelan, of Wilson Point, 

Connecticut, all Air Corps enlistees in 1938, were accepted into the Class 

of 1943. “Although the Squadron keenly feels the loss of these men, 

continued success through the four years in the Academy and happy and 

prosperous years of service in the Army goes for every member of the 

Squadron.” (ACNL, July 15, 1939) 

Mitchel hosted Reserve Officers’ Day on Saturday July 22 and 

welcomed over 100 Air Corps Reserve officers and their guests.  Groups 

of fifteen began tours of the principal points of the field at 9:30 AM 

which highlighted the weather office, operations headquarters, base 

commander’s office, photo department, engineers’ office, parachute loft, 



base squadron barracks, orderly rooms, day room and mess hall and 

kitchen. The visitors proceeded to the hangar line for aircraft inspection 

and a view of the 5th Bombardment Squadron’s armament unit.  A flag 

signal and message retrieval demonstration was conducted by the 97th 

Observation Squadron. (see chapter 1) Following a special luncheon at 

the Bachelor Officer’s Quarters and Airman’s Club, an afternoon of 

swimming, golf and other activities was provided.  An optional half-hour 

flight around the Mitchel vicinity was available for those who wished to 

fly. 

The army’s new “standard, service-type B-17 aircraft, known as 

the ‘flying fortress’” (NYT, July 25,1939) set three national altitude records. 

Announced on July 24, the aircraft hauled 11,000 pounds of munitions 

to an altitude of 23,800 feet flying a triangular course between Langley, 

Floyd Bennet and Bolling Fields. The ships were barely visible by the 

naked eye, but easily seen by official observers through the theodolite 

atop the roof of the administration building as they took a slow wide turn 

above Bennet Field. A powerful radio transmitter brought from Mitchel 

Field enabled ground officers to maintain voice communication with the 

pilots. 

Nine P-40 pursuit planes being ferried from Kelly Field to 

Mitchel were forced down by weather in New Jersey during the final leg 

from Langley to Long Island. The pilots encountered thick fog and mist, 

and all set down safely on the parade grounds of the New Jersey National 

Guard encampment in Sea Girt. 

Major General H. H. Arnold arrived at Mitchel Field on the 

evening of July 27 at about 6 PM with four staff members to begin his 

nation-wide “inventory of personnel and equipment”, (ACNL, September 1, 

1939) and inspection of air bases during “the most exhaustive review of 

army bases ever undertaken.” (NDRS, July 28, 1939) He piloted the Douglas 

transport plane from Washington himself, accompanied by Colonel H. 

C. Davidson, Majors John E. Upton, and Fred S. Borum and 1st 

Lieutenant E. H. Beebe. The General’s routine visits to about fifty 

stations included personnel, equipment and facility inspections and 

evaluations to determine potential improvements under the approved 

congressional $300,000,000 expansion program designed to raise air 

corps personnel to 40,000 men, including doubling the number of men 

and planes at Mitchel.  They were greeted by Mitchel CO Colonel 

Chaney who hosted the group for dinner and a reception at the Officers’ 

Club that night.  

 



The next morning, guided by Colonel Chaney, Arnold inspected 

some of the field’s aircraft and crews, neatly lined up south of the 

Operations administration building and along the front of the hangars, 

including 24 Douglas, twin engine B-18s of the 9th Bombardment Group 

and four single engine Douglas 0-46 craft from the 97th Observation 

Squadron. Arnold revealed, “the 9th Bombardment group at Mitchel 

Field will be expanded into two Bombardment Groups by the time the 

expansion program reaches its peak next June. Bids have already been 

asked for temporary barracks at Mitchel Field, which will house the 

additional men to be sent there. Work on the barracks will start about 

October, and the additional units will be formed in the Spring.” (ACNL, 

September 1, 1939) 

Following inspection, they climbed to the Ops building’s rooftop 

observation platform to watch the bombers, “twenty-eight huge silver 

planes take off”, (ACNL, September 1, 1939) at 10PM and fly in formation 

above the field. “After a flight in javelin formation over Farmingdale and 

eastern parts of the Island, the fleet of glinting craft returned, flying the 

same formation of triangular groupings of three ships, strung in a long, 

straight line. The formation flew about 1,000 feet over the field as Major 

General Arnold, Colonel Chaney and the staff members watched.” (NDRS, 

July 28, 1939) The men broke at midday and the General held conferences 

with various field staff and officers and received the press. “All chiefs of 

Air Corps’, he explained, “have undertaken such inspection trips, but this 

is the first time one is being made in preparation for such an expansion 

program and that is why this tour is so painstaking.” “We have to take 

stock of what we have... to determine the necessary training, personnel, 

and so forth...so we know what to do when we double the air force.” 

(NDRS, July 28, 1939) 

After lunch Arnold took off in his own ship to observe a large 

bombing target practice and demonstration. “The giant craft flew far out 

to sea off the coast of Long Island and dropped aluminum ‘slick’ which, 

floating on the surface of the sea made a bright target for 100-pound 

practice bombs, each filled with sand and three pounds of black powder, 

for just enough of an explosion to allow observers... to determine the 

accuracy of the hits.” (NDRS, July 28, 1939) 

Since Arnold’s last visit a year ago, “two new runways have been 

constructed at Mitchel Field and the area of the airport has been extended 

southerly to include land that had been held privately for real estate 

development. General Arnold inspected the new runways which are long 

enough to permit the taking-off of the army’s largest aircraft, including 



flying fortresses and he viewed the recently cleared and leveled land 

extending to the Hempstead Turnpike.” (NYT, July 28, 1939) That afternoon 

he addressed the Officer Corps at the base theater where he outlined his 

plans for the air forces.  

The next day Arnold initiated “a maneuver without warning” that 

dispersed several squadrons in a quick mobilization demonstration. The 

18th Reconnaissance Squadron was sent in search of a ship on Long 

Island Sound where they dopped a “slick” to represent an enemy surface 

vessel. The 1st, 5th and 99th Bomb squadrons of the 9th Group were then 

sent to find and destroy the “enemy slick”.  The maneuver also included 

a scenario where Mitchel Field was “bombed” “out of service” by enemy 

aircraft while the bombers were out on their mission.    

At least 60 ships took off from Mitchel for scattered destinations. 

“A low ceiling in Southeastern New England... left planes of several 

squadrons stranded at various airports in the area.” (Rochester Democrat and 

Chronicle, July 28, 1939) “Planes were dispatched to Hartford, Providence, 

Floyd Bennet Field and to the Hicksville Aviation Country Club, where 

the men were to remain overnight”, (NYT, July 28, 1939) “hiding their planes 

as best they could on the edges of fields on arrival to prevent their 

‘destruction’ by the enemy air force.” (Rochester Democrat and Chronicle, July 

28, 1939) The unexpected weather added a realistic element to the “mini 

conflict”. Only two of the seven aircraft destined for Providence arrived 

there, one plane from a different squadron landed at Westfield, 

Massachusetts, and several set down at Hartford Connecticut. “Other 

planes returned to Mitchel Field after running into a wall of fog on Long 

Island Sound.” (Rochester Democrat and Chronicle, July 28, 1939) All the ships 

returned to Mitchel the following afternoon and were reviewed by 

Arnold again.  

Arnold’s inspection concluded on the third night with another 

practice raid. Eighteen 9th BG Douglas B-18s, escorted by six smaller 

planes from the 18th Reconnaissance Squadron took off from Mitchel at 

9:40 PM and “flew out over Camp Upton, Yaphank...” The smaller 

planes dropped magnesium flares from 2,500 feet to illuminate the target 

below and light the way for the big bombers “where an ‘enemy 

airdrome’, outlined in white on the ground was ‘destroyed’ by 100-

pound practice bombs...” (NDRS, July 29, 1939) The 97th Observation 

Squadron led the way, scouting “the railroads and traffic along the route 

of the attack.” (NDRS, July 29, 1939) 

 



The General left the next day to continue his weeks-long tour, 

with similar inspection stops scheduled for Hartford, Boston, Buffalo, 

Chicago, and Dayton. When asked about the current, relative air strength 

of the United States, Arnold said confidently. “The United States Army 

Air Corps is getting better planes and is getting more of them. We have 

a fine organization and it’s going to be even finer.” (NDRS, July 28, 1939) 

Before departing Mitchel, Arnold assured Chaney that “Mitchel Field 

had passed muster,” and that he was “highly pleased with the efficiency 

and training of the Mitchel Field force!” (NDRS, July 29, 1939) In his farewell 

words, Arnold directed that “the entire command be commended for its 

high efficiency, as demonstrated in all the various phases of the 

inspection.” (ACNL, September 1, 1939) 
An impressive display of military airpower was demonstrated 

across the nation on August 2 to celebrate the thirtieth anniversary of the 

army’s first purchase of a military airplane. 1,500-2,000 aircraft took off 

simultaneously from airfields across the country at noon, coordinated by 

a signal flashed from Washington by President Roosevelt.  

The Mitchel Field contingent 

comprised of fifteen bombers flew non-

stop over twenty northeast cities: NYC, 

Albany, Syracuse, Binghamton, Utica and 

Schenectady, New Haven, Hartford, 

Bridgeport, Providence, Lowell, Boston, 

Worcester, Springfield, Scranton, 

Allentown, Bethlehem, Philadelphia and 

Trenton, Camden, Newark, and New 

Brunswick. Commanded by Captain 

Raymond I Winn, the planes from the 9th 

Bombardment Group and 18th 

Reconnaissance Squadron flew 865 miles 

in 6 ½ hours at an average speed of 140 

mph.  

Invited newspapermen and other 

guests registered with public relations 

officer Major S. M. Landon for 

assignment to ships in the three 

participating squadrons. “On the dot of 

noon, the ship piloted by Captain R. L. ‘Cowboy’ Winn, flight 

commander, roared down the long concrete runway and took to the air. 

Beside Captain Winn as co-pilot was, appropriately enough for a 

Aircraft from Mitchel over Manhattan 
during the 30- year celebration. 
Photo courtesy BDE. 



newspaperman’s flight, 2nd Lieutenant Horace Greeley.” Recorded 

Nassau Daily Review Star (NDRS) reporter Seymour Marks, one of the 

lucky reporters. “I, with a business-like parachute strapped about my legs 

and chest, was seated in the navigator’s place behind 1st. Lieutenant 

Arthr Fickel, pilot and 2nd Lieutenat Edwin R. Casey of the air reserves, 

copilot in ship no. 72 of the 5th squadron, the second to take off.”  

“At 20-second intervals, the 

remaining bombers left the ground. In the air 

they circled into formation, went round the 

field once more as a parting courtesy, and 

were off to the north and east toward Long 

Island Sound. Out over the ruffled surface of 

Long Island Sound the ships flew in close 

formation. In spots the air was bumpy at the 

2,700-foot altitude. ‘Sort of bumpy’, 

‘Something like a bucking bronco.’” Marks 

yelled to Private William A Lorence, radio 

operator and Flushing native. “Like a roller 

coaster”, Lorence replied. “But this isn’t 

bumpy. You should be up when it’s really 

bumpy. You’ve got to strap yourself down to 

keep from getting bounced all over the 

place.” 

The formation eased into cruising 

speed at 125-150 MPH. In the lead ship, command radio operator, 

Private Houghton, maintained constant contact with the operations 

officer in the control tower at Mitchel. “In our ship things soon settled 

down to their routine”, continued Marks. “A wide-spread formation over 

stretches between cities, a gradual closing in as cities approached, and a 

descent to about 1,500 feet in a formation so close that the faces of those 

in nearby ships could be clearly distinguished over the cities, and a circle 

or two to show the earthlings that the army was doing its stuff.” 

The planes passed over Hartford, Bridgeport, and Providence 

toward Boston, then swung westward “across country of checkerboard 

farms and ridgy hills and mountains to Syracuse. Then, over some of 

New York State’s most beautiful scenic grandeur in the Finger Lakes 

region, and the swing southward.” Above Scranton the group tightened 

up the formation, making Marks’ “heart pounding a bit faster.” 

 

NDRS reporter Seymour Marks 
boards a B-18 for the 20-city 
tour and flyover. Photo courtesy 
NDRS. 



“Diagonally across the Keystone state the ships continued their 

course. Finally, the spires of Philadelphia appeared... Four circles, with 

sharply banked wings proved the army’s mastery of its ships.” The flight 

continued, “Trenton, Newark and Jersey City passed beneath the wings, 

and then New York loomed out of the water of the lower bay, like 

crowded stakes of varying heights jammed not the ground at the edge of 

a still lake.” 

A turn above the Hudson and the Battery preceded their jaunt up 

the East River and flight across the World’s Fair, “and there was Mitchel 

Field again, more than seven hours later by the clock, but only a few 

minutes as far as I was concerned. The big bombers circled the field. 

Ninety miles an hour landing speed, a slight bump-the ship was down. 

Then it went like the devil and No. 73 was on the runway right on its tail. 

A few pokes and shifts of levers, wheels and gadgets, and the motors 

were suddenly still, leaving this huge flying fortress tucked into a space 

near a hangar which would challenge a car driver in an attempt to park 

his small earthly vehicle. Thanks for the ride.” Seymour Marks said to 

Lieutenants Casey and Finkel. “And it amounted t that. None of the 

titillating danger that was inherent in flying a few years ago. Just a ride. 

But what a ride!” 

The crews of the 15 B-18 aircraft returned to their daily routine 

at Mitchel Field, “probably far less impressed with their leisurely 865-

mile jaunt over the northeast than were the newspapermen who 

accompanied them in the mass flight. The circular jaunt, with its 

pirouettes in close and perfect formation...was rally staged to prove, that 

with modern navigation, modern equipment and today’s army pilots, a 

bit of a hop covering eight states is only part of the day’s work. The 30 

tall, young, self-confident, and adept young men who took the pilots’ and 

co-pilots’ posts in the 15 bombers yesterday, certainly gave that proof.”  

(NDRS, August 3, 1941) 

Nine bombers from Mitchel also flew to Dayton to take part in a 

commemorative program and exercises from Wright Field to mark 

achievements made over the first 30 year of military aviation. Featuring 

aerial demonstrations and displays, dozens of invited aviation pioneers 

were guests of General Arnold and the Air Corps. The celebration was 

broadcast nationally by the Columbia Broadcast System (CBS) over its 

radio network.  



 

Several aerial advances, 

including payload, speed, and altitude 

achievements were demonstrated 

earlier in the week. Major Caleb V. 

Haynes with a crew of six established 

an international load-carrying record 

by flying more than 15 tons (4,409 

pounds) to an altitude of 8,200 feet in 

the XB-15. With a full-service load, the 

huge four engine bomber flew the 

closed course of 3,107 miles from 

10:23 AM- 5:22 AM.  A B-17 Flying 

Fortress completed a non-stop trans-

continental flight from Burbank 

California to Floyd Bennet Field in nine hours, 14 minutes, and 30 

seconds on August 1. Piloted by Major Stanley M. Umstead and Captain 

L. F. Harmon, the big plane averaged a speed of 264 mph over its 2,446-

mile trip.  

The craft then flew from Floyd Bennet to Mitchel the following 

day for the August 2 “Anniversary Review” and Mitchel Field “open 

house”, all part of the massive nationwide celebration. Numerous 

aircraft, munitions, weapons, photographic equipment, and various flight 

articles were on public display. Also open were the operations building, 

weather station and hangars.   

The record setting B-17 flown non-stop from California to New York. Photo courtesy BDE. 

 

Major Stanley M. Umstead and Captain L. 
F. Harmon. Photo courtesy BDE. 

 



 

Interested citizens 

entered through the north 

gate off Stewart Avenue, 

opened to the public at 9 

AM. “Driving down the 

central mall, (parade 

ground), the visitor will see 

to the right and left the red 

brick buildings of the post-

canteen, officers’ club, 

officers’ homes... and 

various administrative 

buildings. The observance 

will be an informal, family 

gathering, with local people 

strolling through the hangars, over the runways, and the green lawns of 

the post to observe the equipment and quarters of the airmen.” (NDRS, 

August 1, 1939) The post remained open throughout the afternoon, as 

“soldier guides have been designated to show visitors the ships, the 

hangars, the equipment, and the operation of the meteorological bureau 

and other activities at the post.” (NDRS, August 2, 1939) B-18As, 0-47s and 

A-17s were some of the aircraft on display. Hangar 4, just west of the 

Visitors view the B-18. Photo courtesy NY Daily News. 

 

Sergeant C. L. Birch demonstrates a “camera gun” for 
youngsters at the Mitchel Field open house. Photo 
courtesy BDE 

 



operations building held parachute, machine gun and aerial bomb 

exhibits. 

 

The Army contracted with the Roosevelt Field Aviation School 

to train airplane maintenance mechanics at the civilian field. The first 

group of recruits reported to new barracks on the Roosevelt Raceway 

property on August 7. As part of the planned Mitchel personnel 

expansion, up to 250 men were scheduled to train at the commercial 

airport. Aviation school head, A. B. Copeland said. “We don’t know how 

L. Visitors tour a B-18A Bomber. Photo courtesy 
Asbury Park Evening News.  R. Alfred Plate (L) and Fred 
Popken (R) sit at the controls of a B-18. Photo courtesy 
NY Daily News. 

Visitors to Mitchel Field’s Open House, tour the interior and cockpit of a Douglass B-18-A 
Bomber. Photo courtesy NDRS. 

 



many we will finally have. It may be 200 and it maybe 1000. The Army 

will send them on to us every second Saturday, and we will train them 

until the Army stops sending them.” (NDRS, August 7, 1939) Lieutenant J. G. 

Williams was assigned from Mitchel to supervise the special course that 

basically followed the civilian curriculum, modified to meet the needs of 

the Army.  

1,200 men were added to the Mitchel Field personnel rolls as part 

of the Air Corps $300,000,000.00 expansion program, including a 

second full squadron planned to be added to the 9th Bombardment group 

by June of 1940. 

 

 

Warmuth, Anthony L., Cadet USMA Class of 1940, Pointer editor, ACNL, October 1, 

1939) 


